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Home Work Assignment 3
Due 03-31-09

Write Bash Shell scripts as specified below. On the due date, you will give me a hard copy of your
programs and printout of sample output and data files, if any.

1. Write a shell script called report that goes to a specified directory, from wherever you are.
It prints the number of entries, in this directory, that

• are directories,
• are regular files owned by you and are readable and writeable, and
• are regular files and executable.

It then goes back to the directory where you started.

A sample invocation is

$report aDir

2. Write a script called myrm that takes a number of files and directories as command line
argument. The following are sample invocations of this shell script.

$myrm file1
$myrm dir1
$myrm a*
$myrm *

For each file, it asks if you want to remove (i.e., rm) the file. Instead of rming the file, it moves
it to a directory called trash inside your home directory. It does so for directories also. Your
script must take care of any permission problems that may arise when you execute myrm.

3. Write a script called ctrash that cleans up the trash directory in your home directory. i.e.,
it actually removes the files and directories. Before removing the files, it tells you how many
files it is going to remove. Let the script tell you how much space is occupied by all the files
you are about to remove.

The script must take care of any permission problems that may arise during the process of
deleting files and directories. For example, if it is a file or a directory you cannot remove due
to permission problems, ask the user, if he/she wants to remove it anyway. If he/she says
yes, change the permission mode of the file or directory within your script. Directories must
be deleted recursively.
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4. Write a script called imgget that gives you the ability to download a number of image files
from a Web server recursively. The script is given a seed URL. The script is also given an
integer n that denotes the total number of image files to download.

A example of a seed URL is http://www.uccs.edu. It downloads this page and then parses
this page for other URLs embedded in this page. It downloads the graphic images mentioned
in this file. Assume graphic files have jpg, gif or png endings, in upper case or lower case. If
the number of graphic images in this file is fewer than n, the script parses the HTML pages
specified in this seed URL recursively. It continues to download the graphic files recursively
till it has downloaded n files.

It is possible that the program downloads or creates temporary files as it executes. Create
temporary files if you need them in a directory called tmp somewhere in your home directory.
The program cleans up any temporary files that it creates.

An example call to the program is

$imgget www.uccs.edu 100

Your script must complain if you do not get the correct number of inputs.

Note when you download files using a program, you must be careful. If you download pages
too fast, the server will complain and can deny you access to the server. Consider ways to
slow down the speed with which you hit a server for page downloads.
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